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Abstract. The national development and reform in 2021 issued a notice (the
development and reform office price 809), the establishment of the power grid
enterprise agent purchasing mechanism, which marks the overall acceleration of
the process of electricity market, power grid companies in the market positioning
and face the market environment and power supply relationship has undergone
major changes. As a new function entrusted to the power grid company by this
reform, agent power purchase has had a profound impact on the company’s service
standards, service mechanisms and service processes. This paper aims to study
the value evaluation system of power customers in the new situation, and provide
support for the establishment of an efficient power purchase customer service
system and the construction of an optimized development strategy for customer
service.
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1 Introduction

In 2021, the notice of the General Office of the National Development and Reform Com-
mission onmatters related to the organization and development of power grid enterprises’
agency power purchase work made it clear that the establishment of a power grid enter-
prise agency power purchase mechanism and the smooth operation of the guarantee
mechanism are clear requirements for further deepening the market-oriented reform of
coal-fired power generation feed-in tariffs. It is of great significance for the orderly and
smooth realization of all industrial and commercial users to enter the power market and
promote the accelerated construction and development of the power market. This indi-
cates that the process of power marketization is accelerating in an all-round way. The
role of the power grid company in the market and the market environment and the rela-
tionship between power supply and power supply have undergone major changes. As a
new function entrusted to the power grid company by this reform, agent power purchase
has had a profound impact on the company’s service standards, service mechanisms
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and service processes. The company’s business boundaries, management priorities, and
business processes need to be improved.

In the research at home and abroad, there are four principles for the establishment of
the index system. The first is the principle of sufficiency. The evaluation method system
should be mainly based on the customer’s deep value understanding of the power cus-
tomer value factors. The established value index system should also mainly include the
core indicators that can reflect the representative factors. The relevant evaluation index
system under each core dimension index should also be fully and comprehensively set
up. The main principle is also one of them. The setting of index weight should generally
follow the principle of its importance. There must be no omission in the measurement
index of importance. For those important indicators that are difficult to quantify and
relatively unimportant, they should be appropriately and completely eliminated; the
measurement indicators that are difficult to quantify but are indeed important should
generally be properly retained, and sometimes the best measurement of the weight of
the important indicator can be directly determined by expert confirmation. Incentive
and binding principles and dynamic principles are also very important principles, which
indicate that some incentive indicators can also be set in the framework of resource
value evaluation index system for power customers; at the same time, there are some
benchmark (standard) evaluation constraint indicators that can be set up according to the
requirements of relevant laws and regulations, policies, technical standards and other
aspects, such as the compliance indicators of a series of environmental protection laws
and regulations proposed by the environment; in the design and construction process of
resource value evaluation index system for power customers, it is necessary to appropri-
ately set various static index parameters, and at the same time, it should also be possible
to appropriately set relevant dynamic indicators between the various index dimensions
of the system. Through the static comparison and evaluation of the equivalent period
values of these various dynamic indicators of the system or the base period values of the
system, the future changes and trends of the system can be quickly found and analyzed.

The purpose of this paper is to study the value evaluation system of power customers
under the situation again, and to provide support for the establishment of efficient power
purchasing customer service system and the construction of customer service optimiza-
tion development strategy. First consider the process of customer value evaluation; sec-
ondly, carry out research on the construction of value indicators and data mining; finally,
the empowerment of indicators is studied.

2 Customer Resource Value Assessment Methods and Processes

2.1 Customer Value Evaluation Model Process

Based on the evaluation index system of power customer resource value, combined with
the comprehensive evaluation model, the value of power customer resources is reason-
ably evaluated. When constructing the overall architecture of the model, the structure of
the evaluation model is mainly designed according to the process shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Power customer resource value assessment flow chart.

2.2 Value Index Construction

Based on the research results of customer transaction value and transaction orientation,
aiming at the existing customers, using the analytic hierarchy process, fuzzy compre-
hensive evaluation and other research methods, the customer criticality evaluation index
system in the electricity market is constructed, which takes the key degree as the first-
level index and the economic benefit, development trend, service risk and so on as the
second-level index. Among them, economic benefits include the basic economic benefits
generated by power products such as unit average electricity price and electricity con-
sumption, as well as the demand and demand elasticity of high value-added services such
as energy efficiency services, market transaction decision-making, agent operation and
maintenance, anddemand response; the development trend includes not only the develop-
ment trend of electricity consumption of individual customers, but also the development
trend of the industry and the development trend of high correlation industry. Service
risks include electricity recovery risk, customer participation in market transactions risk
and deviation assessment risk.

Based on the analysis of the index system, the data acquisition path is designed for
each index, and the index assignment method and data processing method are studied.
At the same time, the index system for weight setting, combined with analytic hierarchy
process tomeasure theweight of the index system.At the same time, the key degree index
is quantitatively studied, the key degree comment set is formulated, and the intuitive
qualitative comment set is corresponding to the quantitative value range to form the
key degree evaluation standard. Finally, guided by the applicability, the index system is
calculated, and the index system is optimized according to the calculation results.

2.3 Data Mining and Model Research

Data mining methods include neural network [1], support vector machine [2], hierarchi-
cal clustering [3] and principal component analysis [4]. The traditional method is too
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rigid in dealing with the problem of power customer value. The data model is the sum-
mary and soul of the data, which is of great significance to the deep knowledge discovery
of the data. Therefore, the generation mechanism and characteristics of energy data are
analyzed from the perspective of the business links and data classification characteristics
of energy data. Combined with the classification of energy data and the link and theme
planning of energy data, the generation mechanism and characteristics of various data
are summarized by using attribute correlation analysis, data fitting modeling and other
technologies, and the model standards and element concept levels of various data are
formulated.

Aiming at the complex problem of data association evolution model in key customer
energy big data fusion, the construction of energy big data association graph is considered
to realize energy data fusion based on association graph. Association graph structure
can be designed based on knowledge graph structure. Knowledge graph is an effective
method to describe object elements and relationships between objects.

Key customer energy big data associationmap basic design idea is as follows: extract
the energy data model, elements, traceability information and correlation between each
other, in the form of map, and the application of the platform to support the theme in the
map associated with the data label, realize the ‘data’, ‘data connotation’, ‘data extension’
three association, so as to provide the fusion of energy big data model, model association
and theme application level support, energy big data association map diagram, in which
various types of number.

2.4 Quantitative Indicator Processing

In the stock market and electricity market competition environment, the important prob-
lem after identifying and labeling key customers and combining marketing strategies to
form products is how to realize customized product recommendation for key customers
in different fields and types. By extracting and labeling the elements of the products in the
product library, andmodeling the constraints of the external environment data, combined
with the key customer’s demandmodel, the product features of various types of products
in the product library are labeled, and the target customer product recommendation list
is generated and prioritized.

Indicators in the index system include both quantitative and qualitative indicators.
Data collection and standardization for quantitative indicators follow the following rules:

First, for positive indicators, the larger the index value, the better, such as profit,
clean energy power generation ratio. Firstly, a lower limit xmin is determined according
to the historical actual data of each index. Then, for the foreseeable period in the future,
a maximum expected value is determined as the upper limit xmax.

The index standardization formula is:

y = x − xmin

xmax − xmin (1)

Second, for reverse indicators, the smaller the better, such as cost, accident rate.
Firstly, an upper limit xmax is determined according to the historical actual data of each
index. Then, for the foreseeable period in the future, a minimum expected value is
determined as the lower limit xmin.
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The index standardization formula is:

y = xmax − x

xmax − xmin (2)

Third, for the moderate index, the closer the index is to a certain critical value, the
better, such as the electricity price level. Firstly, the upper/lower limits xmax and xmin

are determined according to the historical actual data of each index, and then a moderate
value expected to be achieved is determined for a foreseeable period of time in the future.
For moderate indicators, first of all, according to the formula:

x
′ =

∣
∣
∣x − xmid

∣
∣
∣ (3)

Convert indicators into reverse indicators, and then follow the reverse indicators.
For qualitative indicators, according to the actual situation of the evaluation object, the
indicators are quantified, and the quantitative results are divided into several levels,
so as to quantify the qualitative indicators, and then follow the quantitative indicators
standardization rules.

3 Research on Indicator Empowerment

After standardizing the data to obtain standardized data, you need to calculate the weight
of each index, combined with standardized data can be evaluated value of customer
resources. Traditional evaluation methods include Delphi method [5], analytic hierarchy
process [6] and entropy method [7].When there are too many indicators, the weight is
difficult to determine, the quantitative data is less, and the persuasion is low. Considering
that the index systems at different maturity stages of the electricity sales market are
different, it is necessary to design differentiated weights for the stages.

3.1 Basic Weight Calculation

The calculation of basic weights adopts a combination of subjective and objective
methods. Subjective weighting adopts the analytic hierarchy process, while objective
weighting adopts the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method.

In the actual analysis of the power customer value, the variable factors considered
by the analytic hierarchy process increase the factors that need to be considered after the
new electricity reform. Joining these factors is mainly because after the new electricity
reform, whether it is the main body of power generation, the main body of electricity
sales or the customer base has undergone great changes. Each role not only has a single
function, but also the main body exchange between various roles and the increase of the
right to choose makes the credit status and potential value of the customer base owned
by a power grid company extremely important.

However, only a single analytic hierarchy process will make the value evaluation of
power customers more subjective. Therefore, an improved fuzzy comprehensive evalu-
ation is introduced to objectively empower the indicators, which is called fuzzy analytic
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hierarchy process (FAHP) in this paper. Mainly from the improvement of expert judg-
ment matrix, the formation of consistency judgment matrix; and line normalization
method and feature vector method combined to achieve a comprehensive evaluation of
customer value; two steps to a more comprehensive application of customer information
to quantify the data base, so that customer value analysis results more in line with the
actual situation of customers.

3.2 Differential Weight Calculation

Based on the analysis of the maturity stage of the electricity sales market at different
stages, based on the index system, the one-to-one correspondence between different
stages and the focus of the index is analyzed, so as to construct the weight design of the
corresponding index system at different stages of electricity sales maturity.

4 Conclusion

Based on the research results of customer transaction value and transaction orientation,
this paper studies the method and process of customer resource value evaluation from
the perspective of combing the construction principle of research index system. Based
on the research results of customer transaction value and transaction orientation, this
paper constructs the value index system by using analytic hierarchy process, fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation and other research methods for existing customers. The fuzzy
analytic hierarchy process considered in this paper can comprehensively apply the data
base of customer information quantification, so that the customer value analysis results
are more consistent with the actual situation of customers. Based on the research of this
paper, we can further analyze the marketing environment and demand situation under
the new situation of agent power purchase. According to the difference of customer
demand or the characteristics of each target market determined by market segmentation,
we can study different service strategies with market competitiveness and formulate
differentiated service measures.
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